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Venus Conjunct Sun
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Happy 2010, everyone!
This newsletter covers the first lucky aspect of the year, a fun one. It’s Venus and the Sun,
both planets of Love. In fact, this is the most loving aspect there is. There is Love in the air
for over a week -- a great preparation for Valentine's Day!

♀Venus relates to when we can easily harmonize and be happy.

It is associated with the

time that’s easiest to attract, unite and bond with others.

⊙The

Sun resonates with the times we can be more affectionate and faithful. It has

synchronicity with our playful and pleasurable times. It signifies when it’s best to be
creative and to express ourselves.
Put them together and they correspond to a time for smiling and pleasing others.



Activities for this Loving aspect of Venus and the Sun could include:
Love, vacation, have fun
Cement romantic relationship with loving tokens of affection such as items special to
the relationship like jewelry & rings
Consistently create close times with our mate and generate love. In fact, Jan. 7-8 is
especially perfect for lovemaking.
Be with our partners, just us two, with lots of kisses and caresses
Enjoy bonding, playing and amusing ourselves with the one we love
Attract a loving mate, be brave because we have common sense especially now
Be wonderfully affectionate
If you're attracted to someone, now is a safe time to be more affectionate and
outgoing

Get into hugging friends -- and the longer the hug, the more fun
Put love into productions, products and creations; even making them huggable, warm
and fuzzy if possible.
For business, there was this great commercial on TV that exemplified the impressiveness
of the Sun and the simplicity of Venus: It advertises: "Any pizza, any size, any toppings
for $10." Pizza is a fun Leo-type food, by the way, and Leo is ruled by the sun. It's
simple, round, warm and inviting and is also usually enjoyed with friends and family -perfect for Venus-Sun connections!)
Use any part of this newsletter in other publications as long as credit is given to Davie & JoySee Pfaffle at www.luckyastrology.com. We’d
love to get a copy of them, if you would be so kind as to email them to us. JoySee’s new book, “Writing Your Chakras” is available at
www.thewritesite.us. Our other new all-Spiritual site is: www.FlowLifeFlow.com. On it is a survey to fill out to be in included in our next book.
You are receiving this newsletter because you have opted-in for it. To be removed from the list, reply to this email with “remove” in the
subject line. If you know people who may be interested in the topics of this newsletter, ask them to join us. Archived copies of each newsletter
are on the site: www.luckyastrology.com/archive.htm

